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A Canvas Gallery Wrap is a revolutionary new way to stretch and present canvas. With solid 

construction, a no-sag guarantee, fade-resistant coating, and the tightest corners in the industry, 

each Gallery Wrap has a rich appearance with added longevity. All pieces include a classic black 

matboard backing, wall bumpers, and a pre-installed sawtooth or picture wire hanger.

CANVAS GALLERY WRAPS  
Metal Prints, the most vibrant of all print media, are created by infusing an image onto a 1mm 

thick aluminum. All Metal Prints are finished with a protective white gloss, which keeps your 

image water and dust resistant. The end result is an intensely colorful, crisp, and a stunningly 

radiant finished print. For tabletop displays select our Easel, or opt for a stunning Wall Decor 

piece by selecting a Floating Mount, Black Shadow Mount or Stainless Steel Standoffs.

METAL PRINTS



Wood Print Wraps are a striking art medium, printing an image directly onto the surface of 

maple wood. Artsy’s Wood Print Wraps are printed without the use of white ink, so wood 

grains will be featured prominently in lighter areas of each photo. Each piece includes 

sawtooth notches on each edge for easy and convenient hanging, and is protected by a 

premium matte laminate. With no two woods alike, these wraps are truly a one-of-a-kind 

piece of wall decor that will never go out of style.

WOOD PRINTS

Sizes: 8x12”, 11x14”, 16x20”, 16x24”, 20x24”, 20x30”, 24x36”



Sizes: 3.5x5”, 4x4”, 4x5”, 4x6”, 5x5”, 5x7”, 5x10”, 6x9”, 7x10”, 8x8”, 8x10”, 8x12”,  

           10x10”, 10x13”, 10x20”, 10x30”, 11x14”, 11x17”, 12x12”, 12x18”, 12x24”, 16x16”,  

           16x20”, 16x24”, 20x20”, 20x24”, 20x30”, 24x30”, 24x36”, 30x40”

Options: Single Weight, Double Weight, Styrene, Standout

Paper Types: Lustre, Metallic, Linen Texture

With our assortment of high-end Mounting products, you can add style with structure and 

strength to all of your prints. Our Single and Double Weight matboard give your photos a sturdy 

backing to ensure the quality of your prints for years to come. Another great and premium option 

for mounting your photos is the sturdy, 2mm black Styrene. Or, try out Standouts for a unique 

and contemporary feel. Your prints are mounted on thick, yet lightweight foam and finished with 

a 3/4” black band around the edge.

MOUNTING
We offer the best quality prints in the photographic market. Professionally printed on Kodak 

Endura paper, you can choose between Lustre, Metallic or Textured. Complete your stunning 

Professional Prints with our many Premium Mounting options.

PROFESSIONAL PRINTS

Sizes: 3.5x5”, 4x4”, 4x5”, 4x6”, 5x5”, 5x7”, 5x10”, 6x9”, 7x10”, 8x8”, 8x10”, 8x12”, 

10x10”, 10x13”, 10x20”, 10x30”, 11x14”, 11x17”, 12x12”, 12x18”, 12x24”, 16x16”, 16x20”, 

16x24”, 20x20”, 20x24”, 20x30”, 24x30”, 24x36”, 30x40”

Wallet Prints and Proof Prints are also available.



CUSTOM USB DRIVES
There are three options now available for Custom 8GB & 16GB USB drives order that 

all offer a ton of added real estate to add your logo and/or images of your client’s 

session! Plus, combine your Custom USB drive with professional prints and a 5x7 Custom 

Presentation Box to create the perfect pairing for your clients.*The Perfect Package option 
is only available through ROES.

Styles: Premium Acrylic, Standard White, Premium Wood

Custom Presentation Boxes not only save you time, but provide you with the ability to 

create custom, one-of-a-kind packaging for each of your clients! With a fully customizable 

lid, you can now include information like: your logo, images of your client’s session, a birth 

announcement, and a thank you note. The possibilities are endless. Let us package your Prints 

beautifully using the Custom Presentation Boxes and drop ship directly to your clients or to 

your studio. Custom Presentation Boxes are available in 5x7” or 8x10”.

·  Available for order within their own catalog in ROES, labeled “Custom Presentation   
   Boxes + Prints.”  
·  Currently available with Lustre Prints  
·  Custom Presentation Box fits sizes 8x10”, 5x7”, 4x6” and die-cut Wallet Prints.
·  Styrene, Standouts* and Matboard can be delivered in a Custom Presentation Box.
·  Create over 100 different combinations using the (free!) ribbon, tissue, and bottom colors.
·  Download the Custom Presentation Box template from the product webpage to create  
   your own custom packaging.
·  Your 8x10” box will fit {100} 4x6”, or {100} 5x7”, or {100} 8x10” lustre prints per box.
* only 1 standout can fit in a box

CUSTOM PRESENTATION BOXES

Choose material 
Match your custom lid to one of 

our box bottom options. Choose 

from a simple white, black, or an  

eco-friendly Kraft.

BOX BOTTOM FILLER RIBBON

Choose material & color 

Fill your box bottom with one  

of our three protective and 

stylish fillers. Choose from tissue 

paper in black or white, or  

shredded Kraft paper filling.

Choose color & style 

Show off your image or logo with 

our two ribbon styles. Select our 

elegant corner-to-corner black or 

white ribbon for a elegant finish.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR PACKAGING



Cotton Paper 

An elegant and stylish look 

from a 100% pure cotton 

material. At a hefty 118#, it 

completes cards with the 

highest quality

Bamboo Paper 

An eco-friendly, fine art  

paper with a premium 

matte finish and a unique, 

soft texture. This high-end 

look has a 150# weight.

Pearl Paper 

A rich and incandescent 

look with a shimmer and 

pearlescent finish. This is  

a medium 110# weight.

PREMIUM PLUS PAPERS

Choose from 7 of our fabulous premium papers and our premium plus papers. Cards can be 

printed on all sides; plus, the option to be folded or flat. Cards come in packs of 11 or 26.

PREMIUM PRESS CARDS

Semi Gloss 

Standard but stunning 

option. At a thick 130# 

weight, it gives a high- 

end premium feel.

Felt 
Premium feel without 

premium price. At a 

lighter 100# weight, this 

paper gives any card a 

classic and soft look.

Matte 

One of the most 

popular options with  

a non-glossy finish.  

At 130#, this thickness 

gives a premium  

high-end feel.

Linen 

A textured look and 

feel. At a lighter 100#, 

this paper complements 

any design and gives 

you a chic finish.

PREMIUM PAPERS

Sizes: 4x5.5”, 5x5”, 5x7”



Foil Cards are the perfect way to add a special accent to any message. Select from our 

premium print designs. Select from four different. Foil Cards are printed exclusively on 

5x7” premium matte paper. Each pack arrives with 26 cards, white envelopes included! 

FOIL CARDS
Each 5x7” Christmas Card or Holiday Card can be customized with your choice  

of professional press card paper, the design of your choice, and (of course)  

your favorite images. Holiday Cards are available in packs of 11 or packs of 26.  

White envelopes are included with every pack!

HOLIDAY CARDS

Paper Types: Felt, Semi-Gloss, Cotton, Linen, Bamboo, Matte, PearlFoil Options: Gold, Silver, Rose Gold, Red



SINGLE GALLERY BLOCKS FLOATING GALLERY BLOCKS
A Single Gallery Block is a single, metallic professional print laminated over a solid wood-constructed box. 

Each Gallery Block is easy to maintain, easy to hang with no folded corners, and perfect 90˚ angles.

A Floating Gallery Block is a dimensional series of smaller metallic print blocks blocks constructed 

together to create a chic, one-of-a-kind piece of wall art. The dimensional Gallery Blocks is manufactured 

to look like each individual Print Wrap is floating over a large image background. Floating Gallery Blocks 

are available in over 15 different sizes and layouts. 

*Available in our “Mini Professional Gallery Blocks” collection.  
Same product, same quality, just half the size!

Sizes: 8X8”, 8X10”, 8X12”, 10X20”, 11X14”, 12X12”, 12X18”, 16X16”, 16X20”, 

           16X24”, 20X20”, 20X24”, 20X30”, 24X24”, 24X30”, 24X36”,  

           Set Of 3 4X6”S, Set Of 3 5X5”S, Set Of 3 5X7”S, Set Of 3 6X6”S
Styles: The Show Off, The Triple 8x8”, The Double Focus, The Center of Attention,    

             The Center Stage, The Midpoint, The Classic Three, The Story Board



Created from five customizable image panels, each being a Pro Print laminated onto a solid 

wood material, which come together to create a one-of-a-kind Photo Cube.   

CUBE DECOR
A Gallery Stand is a hybrid Print Wrap that has been created with a slimmer profile, smaller 

size, and the addition of an easel back. It starts with a Professional Metallic Print laminated 

over a solid wood construction and is then built onto a sturdy easel back that can be 

horizontally or vertically displayed. Each Gallery Stand also boasts perfect 90˚corners, 1/2” 

wrapped borders. And you can choose from a selection of pre-made templates that are 

customizable with text and dates.

GALLERY STANDS

Sizes: 5.5x7.5”, 8.5x10.5” Sizes: 4”, 6”, 8”



The Artsy Album delivers exceptional quality photos printed in an elegant, handcrafted, 

Italian leather bound album. Album pages lay flat when opened, so they’re perfect for 

showing off panoramic spreads. Cover options include seven styles of genuine Italian 

leather: Black, Distressed Bone, Distressed Brown, White, Etched Black, Etched Ivory and 

Gold. Binding embossing and foil stamping is available along with complimentary Color 

Corrections. Each Artsy Album is presented in a perfectly fitting Custom Box, a $75 value, 

yours at no additional cost!

THE ARTSY ALBUM
A Photo Book is a premier canvas cover photo book with UV coating available on  

the front and back covers as well as the interior pages. Each book is built with artisanal 

methods including the use of hand-stitched (not glued) binding, acid-free archival  

paper, and opaque vellum sheets to add a more polished and high-end appearance.

PHOTO BOOKS

Sizes: 8x8”, 8.5x11”, 10x10”, 11x14”, 12x12” Page Styles: Classic, Lay-Flat Page Styles: Classic, Lay-Flat


